Stephanie Clement's Angel Report for Goldie Hawn
Introduction

Some people call them Angels, others call them guardian spirits, and still
others use the name daimon, djinn, or demon (for a fallen Angel). Some
Angels appear with wings; others have the form of a lion or other bird or
beast. According to many sources, there are nine or ten orders of Angels. The
most common are these: Seraphim, Cherubim, Thrones, Dominions, Virtues,
Powers, Principalities, ArchAngels, and Angels. Some lists include Hosts.
Angels are sometimes called Watchers and Holy Ones.
You may recognize a church hymn that begins:
"Ye Watchers and ye Holy Ones,
Bright Seraphs, Cherubim and Thrones,
Sing their praises!
Alleluia!"
Or these lines from Shakespeare's Hamlet:
"Angels and ministers of grace defend us!" (Act I, scene 4)
"And flights of Angels sing thee to thy rest!" (Act V, scene 2)
You don't have to practice any particular religion, or any religion at all, to
establish a relationship with your guardian spirits. Calling upon Angels is as
simple as this:
1. First you recognize that Angels exist.
2. Then you identify an Angelic spirit or energy for which you feel an affinity.
3. Then you praise that Angel, as you would praise the Lord, the Virgin, or any
object of your prayers.
4. Only then do you ask for help.

5. Give thanks for whatever help comes.
6. Finally, watch for signs that your call has been answered.
While the Bible only names three Angels (Gabriel, Michael and Raphael),
plenty of Angels are mentioned (the word Angel or its derivatives is used
about 300 times in the Bible). Other sources list the names of hundreds of
Angels, along with their natures and their responsibilities. Many holy books tell
us that Angels are appointed to watch over us, and our literature and
entertainment are filled with examples of Angelic presence.
This interpretation focuses on the Angels that are most prominent in your life.
You will learn who they are, what they govern, what they can do for you, and
how they work together. You will also learn ways to become more aware of
them - ways to tune in to their protection and their messages. We each have
at least one Angel or daimon who is always with us, who never deserts us, and
who offers constant creative inspiration, if we only will listen. Today you can
learn more about how to listen to your unique set of Angelic guides.
As you read this interpretation, you will again and again find indications of
specific ways to call upon Angels quickly and safely through prayer and
meditation. I have called these activities meditations, but I personally also see
these as prayers and I have included affirmations - short positive statements
of personal intention - for your use. As you practice working with your Angels,
you will become adept at contacting them in an instant when you most need
their support and help. Since they are always around you, calling Angels is
never a difficult accomplishment. However, you may not have any experience
at calling Angels! Now, as you read and gain some understanding through this
report, you can tune in directly to specific Angels for specific aid.
The hallmarks of true Angelic presence are these:
1. The messages are always loving, positive and clear.
2. Angelic messages and support leave you feeling confident, and certain.
3. Angels are not summoned, they are sent. Yet through visualization and
meditation, you can become aware of their eternal dwelling in and around
you.
In keeping with the qualities of Angels, I encourage you to listen to your
Angels. Call upon them for guidance, but do not intentionally summon them.
Instead, allow them to enter your presence by meditating on an Angelic
image, wrapping yourself in the feeling of well-being and safety that you have
experienced in the past, and patiently allowing yourself to fill with Angelic
peace.

Angels of the Cardinal Directions

The Angels of the directions may show up in your interpretation later in this
report. If they do, by reading this section you will be able to recognize their
power. If not, you can refer to this report and consider these four possibilities
in your life when you travel in their direction, when you are planning a garden,
or when you walk outdoors.
East - Michael
The American Indians associate the eagle with the East Wind. The eagle has
remarkable vision and can see things in perspective, as well as identify tiny
objects on the ground far below. The East is related to the human kingdom,
and the eastern wind brings spiritual considerations into your mind. It is in
your nature to determine what you do with any gift, any task, or any burden
you have been given. The Angel of the East can help you seek the higher
spiritual meanings of everything you experience.
Through meditation, you can cultivate choices in any situation. In meditation,
allow your mind to seek three possibilities. Some of the choices may seem
weak or unacceptable to you, but they are still choices. Initially you may have
simply said no to such an option. Some of the choices may seem strong for
one reason or another. Michael can help you determine which choice is the
best for you to follow. Occasionally you will find that your meditation leads you
back to the choice you initially refused. What seemed unacceptable at first
sometimes turns out to be the best path after all.
If you feel drawn to the Angel Michael, you may want to incorporate an early
morning ritual into your daily life. Stand with your face to the sun to gather in
energy for your day's activities. This is effective even before the sun rises.
North - Uriel
The buffalo is the animal the American Indians associated with the North
Wind. Buffalo medicine was among the most power resources the Indians had,
just as the buffalo was their primary source of food, warmth, and everything
they needed. The North, then, is associated with material sustenance. The
power of the North lies in receiving that which we need. To cultivate the
capacity to receive, we need to cultivate the mind.
Through meditation, you can cultivate your mind by developing flexible mental
boundaries. The mind can take you wherever you wish to go. Through

meditation, you can learn to identify the meaning behind simple facts, and the
application of the principles of love to each fact you discover. In addition, the
North is associated with the quiet, even dormant quality of mind. You may
also develop some skill in allowing your mind to rest quietly, so that insight
may arise.
If you feel drawn to the Angel Uriel, you may want to incorporate prayers or
acts of thanksgiving into your daily life. By recognizing the bounty in your life,
you also enhance it.
West - Gabriel
The American Indians associated the grizzly bear with the West Wind. This
strongest of all bears represents Gabriel, a very powerful Angel. The power of
the west lies in teaching you about self-sufficiency. The power of the grizzly is
to teach patience. This animal seldom hurries for anything.
The West relates to the mineral kingdom. Through your meditation, you may
learn the value of certain gems and minerals to heal mental or physical ills.
Each gem has existed long before you thought of embarking on your present
physical existence. According to Kenneth Meadows in Earth Medicine, the
senses can be developed through the use of peridot (vision), onyx (hearing),
carnelian (touch), topaz (taste), and jasper (smell).
If you feel drawn to the Angel Gabriel, you may want to end each day with a
few minutes of meditation in which you consider the activities of the day, and
seek guidance through dreams.
South - Raphael
The animal the American Indians associated with the South Wind was the
mouse. This tiny creature has profound wisdom all its own. The mouse
perceives the world on a very small scale. This animal reflects your capacity to
relate to things and people by getting closer to them - close enough to touch.
Often we engage emotional feelings when we are close enough to physically
touch another person.
Raphael can aid you in your meditation by bringing you more in touch with
your own body, and with your immediate surroundings. The South Wind
emphasizes self-awareness as a foundation for giving to others. Out of
self-awareness comes compassion for others. As you cultivate self-awareness,
you also begin to trust the Universe to provide whatever you need to become
that compassionate being you glimpse in your meditation.
If you feel drawn to the Angel Raphael, you may want to incorporate an
activity into your daily life that you do just for yourself. For example, daily
bathing offers a private time to allow healing energy to wash over your body.

Your Most Powerful Angelic Connections

Neptune
The planet Neptune, by its sign, house placement, and aspects, reveals the
Angels that most strongly support and influence your life. You always have
Angels around you, and you may have identified specific Angels from time to
time throughout your life. Some of the Angels mentioned in this report have
familiar names, some have unfamiliar names, and there are many Angels
without names. You may find that the familiar Angels seem to have more
power. This is because they have been invoked many times by many people,
and therefore they have more apparent power. Your personal Angels, even if
they have no names, are powerful to you, and they help you focus your
individual energy more effectively.

Neptune is in Libra
With Neptune in Libra, you are part of an entire generation of people who
share in the influence of the Angel Uriel.
Uriel is thought to be the Angel of death that fetched the soul of Moses. Uriel
was also a likely source of Moses' knowledge. His name appears on Gnostic
amulets. As his name, 'God is my light,' suggests, Uriel is often shown with the
flame of the Holy Spirit in his right hand, amply indicating the sheer power of
his capabilities.
Although sources differ, the power of this Angel is often associated with the
red healing energy of the root chakra, and with the tourmaline gem.
Sometimes called the Angel of punishment, Uriel actually seeks to establish or
re-establish balance. To create balance in your life, call upon Uriel, who will
save you from destructive thoughts of guilt or revenge. To help in this way,
Uriel must understand both sides of any question, and can aid you in gaining
this kind of understanding for yourself.
Meditation for Uriel
Meditation requires focus and practice in order to become familiar and easy to
do. Yet it requires nothing that you do not already have in the way of clothing,

equipment, or mental faculties.
1. Wear loose clothing that will keep you warm or cool, depending on the
season and conditions.
2. Sit cross legged on the floor or on a cushion. If this is too uncomfortable,
you can sit in a straight-backed chair. Keep your back erect.
3. Place your hands on your thighs so that your upper arms are vertical and
the position feels relaxed. You can adjust your hand position as needed.
4. Direct your gaze straight ahead into the distance. You will notice that you
are aware of your peripheral vision too.
5. Breathe in and out slowly. Follow your breath as it goes out, and feel it as
you inhale. Allow yourself to notice any sensations in your body, and any
sounds in your environment. Do this for a minute or two.
6. Then, as you breathe in and out, notice what you see.
7. Don't focus on each thing you see, but instead maintain your gaze into the
distance. Yet become aware of all that you see.
8. Notice how your mind wanders from one thing to another. The floor
covering, the color of the walls, the elements of nature if you are outdoors.
9. Continue for a comfortable period of time.
This meditation often helps to stimulate insight. Most of us don't take the time
to simply be in the space we occupy, and this meditation allows you to do just
that. You voluntarily choose to concentrate your attention in a specific way,
although there is no specific goal to attain. All of your past, including past
lives, comes together to form the fulcrum of a balance. The other side of the
balance is your entire future. As you practice this meditation, you gain insight
concerning possibilities for the future. Pay attention to the details of any
thoughts that arise, whether they be about the past, the present, or the future
that is opening to you now.

Neptune is in the 9th House
With Neptune in the Ninth House, your Angelic focus is on presentiment and
precognition. You often able to perceive facets of the future through intuition
or other psychic means, and you can develop these talents through practice
and working with your Angels.
Your Angels support your willingness to ponder questions by providing quiet
moments for contemplation. As you go along with their encouragement, you
find that you relish these moments, and even set aside regular times each
day. A few minutes a day is far more beneficial that one longer session once a
week, so allow yourself frequent brief periods to close your eyes and rest your
mind.

Your aspirations to acquire higher knowledge develop as you explore the
power of your Angels. They naturally have access to all knowledge and can
guide you to find the best resources for your interests. In addition, they help
you to train your mind to study or do research so that you obtain clarity about
ordinary subjects and metaphysical interests as well.
If there is a weakness, it relates to a lack of discrimination. At first, every
esoteric topic may seem intriguing. As you investigate, however, you find that
some seem too dark for your taste, or too difficult to comprehend, or too
demanding in other ways. Your Angels are at work here. They steer your
feelings toward the subjects that are most consistent with your personality,
your own core beliefs, and your particular talents.
Your inspired idealism can be uplifting to others in ways you may not have
anticipated. Relating little bits of information can help other people
understand odd experiences in their lives. They learn to put feelings into
perspective in new ways, and thereby alleviate suffering.
Of course, you are interested in travel. You may choose to visit churches or
museums where Angelic art is prominent. You may also visit sites around the
world where Angelic presence is especially strong. These places are identified
as powerful vortices of energy within the earth.
Artists Diego Rivera, Vincent Van Gogh, and Salvador Dali had Neptune in the
Ninth House.

Angels in Your Daily Life

The Ascendant
The Ascendant in your chart is the sign rising in the East at the time of your
birth. As such it also reflects the way your personality rises new and refreshed
to greet each day. The Angel of the Ascendant also rises each day to assist
you in renewing your personality and your personal resolve.

The Ascendant is in Sagittarius
With the Ascendant in Sagittarius, you gain strength from the Angel Adnacheil
who empowers with love. The quality that shines forth freely in your
personality is enthusiasm. Except for isolated times in your life, you generally
relish the possibility of expanding your intellectual horizons and covering a lot
of territory in your travels.
You value knowledge, adventure, and truth above material wealth, yet you
can create or accumulate beautiful things. You can usually make your money
go farther than the average person, perhaps because you buy for quality and
expect things to last.
You probably enjoy a variety of sports, either as a participant or spectator.
Optimism and honesty combine to make you a welcome team member at
work or at play.
Disappointments hit you very hard. While you are capable of changing your
mind, you don't do so easily. Thus you need a long time to nurse wounds from
faithless associates, and in the interim you may seem rather self-righteous.
You chide yourself severely if you ever promise more than you can deliver. In
this you uphold your beliefs in that you don't expect something from other
people that you cannot deliver yourself. Your Angels help you to be more
generous with yourself, and with others.
Meditation on the Fire Element
In the Book of Daniel (3:28), we learn that the Angel of the Lord was in the

furnace with Shadrach, Meshach, and Abed-nego when Nebuchadnezzar
punished them after they refused to sacrifice to the pagan deity. After the
Angel saved them, Nebuchadnezzar was visited with dreams and visions
concerning the future.
The Angel of Fire also rules over hidden things. This Angel delivers information
in the form of intuition. You can enter into the fire in your meditation to gain
knowledge that can later be tested by asking questions and gathering factual
information. To do this, place a candle on your alter or on a table in front of
you so you can look at the flame without straining your eyes. The flickering
flame provides physical movement and encourages mental, emotional, and
spiritual movement to match. When all else is still, the movement of the flame
allows for movement within your mind. In the caps between ordinary thoughts,
intuition arises.

The Midheaven
The Midheaven in your chart is associated with an Angel who helps you
understand yourself, and who is activated at specific times to bring the
necessary understanding at moments of great transition or transformation.

The Midheaven is in Libra
Libra Midheaven -- Suriel
With the Midheaven in Libra, you establish yourself in the world with the aid of
the Angel Suriel who alleviates destructive desires. Being a logical person, you
know that you have no good reason to act in an unpleasant manner. At the
same time, you may not have any good reason for total sincerity either. After
all, complete sincerity will surely lead to unpleasantness, at least part of the
time. Thus you adopt a strategic balance between these two important
qualities.
You have a similar mind set when it comes to cooperation and exploitation.
You are willing to cooperate, at least when it suits your purpose. You are also
willing to exploit the benefits that the Universe puts in your path. The resulting
behavior incorporates as much cooperation as it takes to get what you want.
When your method fails, you can become indecisive, impatient, and unwilling
to support your team members. This is when you benefit from Angelic
presence.
How do you personally perceive signs that your prayers have been answered,
or that your Angels have heard you? When you feel yourself coming into
equilibrium, you know you are on the right track. You may find that Angels and
Angelic images work themselves into your work in some way.
You are not comfortable in extreme conditions and you pull back from them,
knowing that you can restore secure footing and continue on a more congenial
path. You can use meditation to help you find and maintain your balance
point.

Another key to Angelic presence is your ability to reach out to others without
losing your own position. You find that as your Angels guide you, you respond
easily and freely to a variety of situations. You draw on information from many
sources to help solve problems, and you can integrate massive amounts of
information very quickly. You learn to recognize your path for its qualities of
equanimity and integrity. The combination of the Libra Midheaven and the
Angelic energies of Suriel is indicative of a career in the arts, or in leadersip
positions like the military where coordination of material and personnel is
essential to success.
Meditation for The Midheaven
1. Sit or kneel in a comfortable posture, back erect.
2. Begin by breathing in and out, settling into your posture and gazing slightly
downward.
3. As you breathe, allow awareness of equilibrium to fill your mind.
4. Develop a rich, vibrant feeling of what balance looks like, feels like, and
sounds like. Consider all your senses as you build awareness.
5. As you do this meditation, notice how your attitude toward equilibrium may
shift or become even more defined.
6. Do this meditation for a few minutes.
7. When you are finished, write about your impressions for future reference.

Neptune is in the 9th House
As you cultivate your personal Angels, you discover that your inner spiritual
life is increasingly important. You sometimes wish you could escape the
normal details of your nine to five existence and focus on higher aspirations.
Your Angels support you in this desire and help you manage daily demands so
you have time for more idealistic pursuits.
You have powerful psychic potential. Developing this side of your mind require
paying attention to the impulses that flow through your thoughts all the time.
Your Angels can help you recognize presentiments that signal actual future
events, the flashes of insight into the behavior of others, and the deepening
sense of self-assurance that comes from using your active mind skillfully.
Pisces is a water sign. Your meditation can be aided by placing one or more
containers of water around you. Often you can relax your mind while bathing,
as the movement of water helps to open to your intuition. The watery
movement, combined with chanting, reading, or simply thinking about a
mantra, can help you make space for intuition to arise. You then see through
apparent reality to subtler levels of time and space in this way.

The Sun

The Sun is the center of our solar system, and symbolizes the spiritual center
of your being. It reflects your individuality as you express it in this lifetime,
and it also expresses your spiritual potential for this lifetime. The Angel closely
associated with your Sun sign can help you to be the best, happiest person
possible.

The Sun is in Scorpio
With the Sun in Scorpio, you gain strength from the Angel Barbiel who helps
convert anger to compassion. You have been on a spiritual path since your
birth, and you have faced some unusual life problems. First, the simple
necessities of growing into an adult body and learning the basics has drawn
your focus away from the spiritual realm to some extent. Second, you have
faced potent desires on the Physical (sexual), emotional, and mental planes.
However, the struggle has not been without reward.
Barbiel naturally shows you the brightest and the darkest corners of
being. Even as you make the decision to take the spiritual path, you
dramatic physical and emotional desires. Transformation comes through
Sun sign at every level of being, and Barbiel supports you in making the
decisions you possibly can.

your
face
your
best

You also benefit from the guidance of the Angel Michael. The greatest gift here
is the instillation of warrior spirit. You don't have to be a soldier or carry a gun
to know the power that comes from orienting your mind and heart toward
Spirit. As you face hard tests on the physical plan, you build your skills for
resolving any problem you may meet on the spiritual path.

Interacting With Angels

While you are going about your daily activities, the Angels around you are
interacting according to your unique personality, desires, and needs. Imagine
that you are on stage, acting out your role in life. Behind the scenes your
personal Angels are arranging what you need, discussing how you feel, and
possibly even debating the best way to help you. You don't have to worry
about their actions because they continue to act in your best interests even
when you are unaware. The following aspects indicate how your personal
Angels work for you throughout your life. If you have no aspects to Neptune,
that circumstance is also discussed. As you work with your Angels, you will
become more and more aware of these themes and what they mean for you.

While it is unusual to have no aspects to Neptune, it is no detriment to your
angelic interactions. You must take a more direct approach to the Angels who
are active in your life, though. You will find that your natural receptivity to
influences from outside yourself can be focused so that angelic presence
becomes a physically felt sense in your ordinary daily life.
Far from receding into the background, an unaspected planet often leaps to
the forefront, reflected in independent action if that planet's type. Neptune is
closely associated with the pineal gland and the solar plexus, so you can
expect your connection to Angels to become sensitized through these organs.
The pineal gland allows spiritual energy to enter the body through the top of
the head, flowing from there throughout the organ system and the rest of the
body.
The solar plexus relates directly to one's breath. No surprise, then, that
Neptune's energy is so deeply involved with meditation practices that allow
one to slow and relax the brat, as the mind is also slowed and cleared of stray
thoughts.
Because of your heightened impressionability, it is important for you to
develop knowledge and understanding of mystical and spiritual possibilities in
your life. Instead of waiting for negative or destructive thoughts to enter and
control your feelings, you can develop your core beliefs and extend your
feelings of compassion for yourself and others.
As your contemplative focus increases, it is as if you create your own 'aspects'

or connections to more and more Angels. You may want to adopt an Angel or
two from the listing (glossary) - Angels whose roles seem to resonate with
your current situation, for example. In this way, you borrow their strengths to
suit your specific needs or desires, and you develop closeness to them in a
very conscious, deliberate way.

Glossary of Angel Names

Orders of Angels
Seraphim - Representatives of divine love. Chief among them are Seraphiel,
Jahoel, Metatron, Michael, and formerly Satan.
Cherubim - Agents of intercession. Chief among them are Ophaniel, Rikbiel,
Charubiel, Raphael, Gabriel, Zophiel, and formerly Satan.
Thrones - Depicted as wheels with many eyes, the Angels of this order mete
out justice. Chief among them are Oriphiel, Zabkiel (Zaphkiel).
Dominions - Aides in overthrowing enemies. Raguel is their chief.
Virtues - Agents of miracles and providers of courage. They number among
them Barbiel, Michael, Peliel, Raphael, Uzziel, and formerly Satan.
Powers - Protect the world from evil. The chief Angel is Camael.
Principalities - Protect world's religions. The chief Angel is Anael.
ArchAngels - Messengers of divine decrees. There are thought to be either
seven or nine archAngels, among them Michael, Gabriel, and Raphael.
Angels-Guardians - They are infinite in number. Christian lore suggests that
everyone has two (one to inspire good and one to encourage evil). The Talmud
suggests we each have many more assigned to us.
Angels of the Planets
Sun - Raphael (formerly Labbiel) - Healing power; protects against greed
Venus - Aniel (Anael, Haniel) - Guards sexuality; protects against lust
Mercury - Michael - Accepts confessions; protects against falsehood
Moon - Gabriel - Reveals truth; protects against envy
Saturn - Kafziel (Cassiel) - Encourages intellect; protects against sloth

Jupiter - Zadkiel - Incites mercy; protects against pride
Mars - Sammael (Samael) - Stimulates spiritual aspirations; protects against
anger
Uranus - Zadkiel (Sammael) - Urges creative change; protects against
upheaval
Neptune - Rahab (Tamiel) - Stimulates compassion; protects against psychic
attack
Pluto - Metatron - Reveals connection to the divine; protects against
faithlessness
Angels of the Zodiac Signs
Aries - Malahidael - Inspires courage
Taurus - Asmodel - Instills patience
Gemini - Ambriel - Protects against wicked thoughts
Cancer - Muriel - Provides positive emotional boost
Leo - Verchiel - Sense of personal power
Virgo - Hamaliel - Incites virtue
Libra - Uriel/Suriel - Alleviates destructive desires
Scorpio - Barbiel - Converts anger to compassion
Sagittarius - Adnachiel - Empowers with love
Capricorn - Haniel - Reveals divinity; protects children
Aquarius - Gabriel - Helps you to see and speak the truth
Pisces - Barchiel - Relieves burdens of guilt and sorrow
Angels of the Four Seasons
Spring (Talvi) - Spugliguel
Summer (Casmaran) - Tubiel
Autumn (Ardarcel) - Torquaret
Winter (Farlas) - Attarib
Angels of the Directions
North - Uriel

East - Michael
South - Raphael
West - Gabriel
Angels of the Days of the Week
Sunday - ArchAngel: Raphael; Angel: Michael
Monday - ArchAngel: Gabriel; Angel: Gabriel
Tuesday - ArchAngel: Khamael; Angel: Zamael
Wednesday - ArchAngel: Michael; Angel: Raphael
Thursday - ArchAngel: Tzaphiel; Angel: Sachiel
Friday - ArchAngel: Haniel; Angel: Anael
Saturday - ArchAngel: Tzapheil; Angel: Cassiel
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Conclusion

As you have read this interpretation of your birth chart, you have learned
about a number of Angels that are important in your life. You have also been
introduced to some meditations and affirmations that help you connect with
angelic presence more easily.
If you resonate with just one of the Angels mentioned, you will find your life
fills with greater joy and peace.
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